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ARGUMENT ONE
A GOOD BRICK MASON CLAIMS THAT RON NIELSON'S AFFIDVIT WAS
ADEQUATE
In the Appellee's Reply Brief, Appellee argues that the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen
had the requisite foundation to establish that he had personal knowledge of the terms
worked out in the oral agreement.
The statements throughout the Red Brief suggest otherwise:
On page 2, of the Appellee's Red Brief, they state:
"AGBM performed work in the amount of $26,538.50 on the property pursuant to
the parties' agreement and invoiced Spectrum for its work consistent with its
normal billing practices and pricing scheme, with the expectation that the parties'
agreed that AGBM could charge extra for the travel to Park City."
On page 20, of the Appellee's Red Brief, they state:
"Further, AGBM asserted that, with the exception of the extra charge for travel to
Park City as agreed upon by the parties, it billed its normal billing rate and in the
normal way it consistently bills for its work. Consequently, AGBM competently
satisfied its burden of proof for its breach of contract claim and the burden shifted
to Spectrum to show that a genuine issue of material fact, if any existed."
On page 22 of the Appellee's Red Brief, they state:
"The original Affidavit of Ron Nielsen satisfies the requirements of Rule 56(e)
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. In the original Affidavit of Ron Nielsen, he
clearly identifies himself as the owner of AGBM. As the owner of AGBM, Mr.
Nielsen clearly had personal knowledge of AGBM's projects, price, and
performance of its masonry work and can testify to those matters. Mr. Nielsen's
affidavit is distinguished from Burningham in that Mr. Nielsen has never testified
and no evidence has been presented by Spectrum that Mr. Nielsen has distanced
himself from or that he had no knowledge of the transaction and agreement
between AGBM and Spectrum. Consequently as the owner of AGBM, Nielsen is
considered to have personal knowledge of the transaction of his business."
On page 22 of the Appellee's Red Brief, they state:
"The biggest disagreement that Spectrum has with AGBM's claim, is that it
suggests that AGBM overbilled for the work it performed. Again, Spectrum has
presented no competent evidence concerning the agreement between the parties.
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Nielsen's affidavit, however, clearly sets forth the fact that AGBM billed
Spectrum according to its normal billing practices and rates, with the exception
that it billed extra as agreed upon by the parties for travel to Park City during the
winter months, which travel through Provo Canyon can be treacherous and timeconsuming. Spectrum has no knowledge of AGBM's billing practices and rates.
Spectrum has also provided no evidence that AGBM deviated from the billing
practices and rates. Spectrum has also provided no evidence that AGBM's charge
for the services it performs were different from any other mason . . .
No where in the Brief, does the Appellee state the requisite foundation that Ron
Nielsen personally was present or had any first hand knowledge of the price agreed upon
in the oral agreement between the parties.
Appellee repeatedly claims that Ron Nielsen was familiar with the regular billing
practices of AGBM, but what AGBM regularly bills is irrelevant unless the parties agreed
that "you just bill us the regular price."
However, there is no claim that the parties agreed that Spectrum would pay
AGBM whatever they regularly bill for like services.
Hence, the repeated claim, "AGBM billed Spectrum according to its normal
billing practices and rates" is wholly immaterial and irrelevant, without the requisite
connection that Spectrum agreed to pay whatever is the normal rate.
The more glaring problem with the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen is that he repeatedly
stated that Spectrum would not be billed the regular price, rather Spectrum would have a
unique bill that included "the extra charge for travel to Park City as agreed upon by the
parties."
As noted in the Blue Brief, Ron Nielsen claimed to know what increase occurred
in the sales price in the home with the rock and masonry work provided by A Good Brick
Mason.
Such a claim is light years more than "this is what we normally bill".
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Hence, this Affidavit that suggests that "AGBM performed stone and masonry
work on the Property and enhanced the value of the property by $26,538.50" is woefully
lacking in the requisite foundation.
ARGUMENT TWO
THE EXACT SAME FLAWS THAT A GOOD BRICK MASON CLAIMS \\ fTH
PAUL BURNINGHAM EXIST WITH THE AFFIDAVIT OF
RON NIELSON

Appellant submits that the exact same problems exist with the Affidavit of Ron
Nielsen as Appellee claims with Paul Burningham.
Appellee made the following claims in reference to the Affidavit ol Pttil
Burningham:
On page 2 of the Appellee's Red Brief, they state:
"Burningham, the owner of Spectrum, had no input, review, or even knowledge of
the specifics of the agreement entered into by AGBM and Spectrum."
On page 6, of the Appellee's Red Brief, they state:
"Burningham never saw or approved any estimate provided by AGBM.
Burningham did not communicate with AGBM. Burningham was not involved in
the hiring of AGBM and no knowledge of the agreement Hermansen entered into
with AGBM."
On page 8, of the Appellee's Red Brief, they state:
"The Plaintiff submitted its Affidavit of Ron Nielsen concurrently with the filing
of its summary judgment motion. This first Affidavit of Ron Nielsen sets forth
clearly his relationship and involvement with AGBM. It clearly identifies Ron
Nielsen as the owner of AGBM and AGBM's status as plaintiff in this matter.
The Affidavit sets forth the invoice for work perform by AGBM on the Property,
asserts the time frame that the work was performed, the value of the amount of the
work performed by AGBM. In its ninth paragraph, Nielsen, who as the owner of
AGBM is familiar with the charging practices of AGBM, sets for the 'at all times
relevant to its performance of the masonry and stone work on the Property,
AGBM has charged its normal rates for the work required by Spectrum and
Palmo and performed by AGBM, with the exception that it charged an additional
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amount for the travel by AGBM to Park City.' The affidavit identifies that it
billed Spectrum consistently with how it bills its work on other properties."
On page 10, of the Appellee's Red Brief, they state:
"The question of whether Ron Nielsen's Affidavit contains sufficient foundation
to support the Court's reliance on the affidavit in awarding the amounts asserted
in the invoice, minus the value for the 63 square feet, is satisfied, first, by the
Affidavit which sets forth that Nielsen was the owner of AGBM and as the owner
had personal knowledge that AGBM performed the work represented in the
January Invoice and that AGBM 'at all times . . . charged its normal rates for the
work required by Spectrum and Palmo and performed by AGBM, with the
exception that it charged an additional amount for the travel by AGBM to Park
City' as agreed to by the parties.
On page 17 and 18 of the Appellee's Red Brief, Appellee states:
"This is a marked distinction from Nielsen's affidavit in that Nielsen specifically
identified his role, identified that he had knowledge of the transactions, and that
he personally oversaw the pricing of his company's services. No where has
Nielsen specifically and clearly distanced himself from the transaction between
AGBM and Spectrum."
On page 22 of the Appellee's Red Brief, Appellee states:
The original Affidavit of Ron Nielsen satisfies the requirements of Rule 56(e) of
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. In the original Affidavit of Ron Nielsen, he
clearly identifies himself as the owner of AGBM. As the owner of AGBM, Mr.
Nielsen clearly had personal knowledge of AGBM's projects, price, and
performance of its masonry work and can testify to those matters. Mr. Nielsen's
affidavit is distinguished from Burningham's in that Mr. Nielsen has never
testified and no evidence has been presented by Spectrum that Mr. Nielsen has
distanced himself from or that he had no knowledge of the transaction and
agreement between AGBM and Spectrum. Consequently, as the owner of
AGBM, Nielsen is considered to have personal knowledge of the transactions of
his business.
Through all of the claims regarding the inadequacies of the Affidavit of Paul
Burningham is must be kept in mind that the Lower Court never struck the same in whole
or in part.
At page 25 of the transcript the Lower Court stated:
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" . . . Be that as it may, the Court's accepting those - the Court is not going to
strike anybody's affidavit in this case."
Hence, the Court accepted Paul Burningham's Affidavit just the same as it
accepted the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen.
The rest of the "dance" is the same for both Mr. Burningham as it is with Ron
Nielsen.
For example on page 3 of the Transcript Appellee's Counsel admitted that Paul
Burningham was the owner of Spectrum. She admitted it again on page 17.
At page 119 of the Record is the Deposition of Carl E. Hermansen, which was
submitted to the Court as part of the Appellee's Motion for Summary Judgment.
At page 12 of Carl E. Hermansen's deposition is the questioning by Appellee's
Counsel:
Q. Okay. Spectrum Development, when you first started working for
Spectrum Development, what was you understanding of the layout of the
company? For example, who was your direct boss? Who were the other
employees? What were - was your understanding of your responsibilities with
Spectrum?
A. Paul Burningham was my boss, and he worked fairly - you know
really closely with us. He was on the project quite a bit. And then his son-in-law,
Blake Richardson, was kind of, like, I guess, my assistant, and so he was kind of
to be used how I saw, I mean, wherever I could use him.
Hence, Paul Burningham worked "really closely with us. He was on the project
quite a bit."
Ron Nielsen never made that claim that he was "on the job quite a bit."
Hence, there is no basis to reject the Affidavit of Paul Purningham in whole or in
part and as a result the Court considered the same just as much as that of anyone else.
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The rule that one can not create a question of fact by stating certain facts under
oath in a deposition and then stating different facts in an Affidavit, to create a question of
fact, unless the Affiant explains to the Court an explanation for the same.
Here, Paul Burningham in his Affidavit made the exact clarification as required in
that he stated that he personally went up and measured the square footage.
This again is more than what Ron Nielsen even claimed in his dance around the
requisite foundation.
As a result, his personal involvement of measuring the columns and the arches
etc., was totally competent evidence and completely explains why he would know facts
different than what was originally stated in his deposition.
Hence, there was no basis to disregard his testimony in reference to the over
charge made by AGBM.
As a result, Paul Burningham did "show affirmatively that the affiant is
competent to testify to the matters stated therein." He was personally "on the job quite a
bit" and he personally measured the items in question.
Ron Nielsen never even claims to have visited the job site, even one time.
Additionally, Ron Nielsen never claims that he personally measured the square
footage on the billing statement.
Appellant submits that Paul Burningham is not required to establish any disputed
material fact, until such time as Ron Nielsen establishes facts that, "show affirmatively
that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
However here, Paul Burningham establishes the basis for his personal knowledge
which is glaringly missing in the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen.
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This was raised with the Lower Court at pages 9 and 10 of the transcript:
"So one of the disputes you have, Your Honor is the square footage. My
guy, having first-hand knowledge of that because he measured the square footage
and can speak confidently to that particular issue. I measured it. I found a dispute
as to square footage."
"Then there was also a dispute as to how much, kind of work that was
done. Was this arch work or was this just regular masonry on the side of the
building or whatever. Let me focus, if I might, because I think my guy's
competent to say I measured the square footage. I found it different that what you
said. As a result, we have a dispute a question of fact, and my guy's competent to
say I measured the square footage. Whether he had the agreement with the A
Good Brick Mason directly or though his agent wouldn't matter because he went
up and measured himself and said I dispute the amount you put on your invoice."
The Appellee claimed at the Lower Court that Paul Burningham stated in his
deposition that he personally did not act as the negotiator in arriving at the price to be
paid to AGBM.
Then in his Affidavit he set forth the terms he understood were worked out with
Carl Hermansen, who acted on behalf of Spectrum in working out the terms with AGBM.
Appellee claims then that his testimony on the terms worked out with AGBM are
inadmissible because he was personally involved in the same.
However, his Affidavit established that he personally measured the items listed on
the invoice and pointed out where there were discrepancies on the same.
Any claim that his deposition impeached his Affidavit would only be referring to
his stating the terms of the agreement between Spectrum and AGBM.
Whether he was competent to testify regarding the terms of the agreement is one
issue, but wholly independent of the same is his efforts where he personally measured the
square footage on the invoice and showed disputes in reference to the same.
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There was no claim that he said one thing regarding the square footage in his
deposition and then said something totally different in his affidavit.
He never addressed the square footage at all in the deposition, hence there is no
basis whatsoever to claim that there were inconsistent statements in the deposition and
the Affidavit of Paul Burningham.
After the dust settles, Appellant submits that Paul Burningham has shown the
Court why he would be competent to testify about the disputed square footage as he
personally measured the same.
Ron Nielsen never claimed to have personally measure the square footage as there
is no foundation for the same at all.
Hence, Paul Burningham's Affidavit has the requisite foundation but Ron
Nielsen's Affidavit is glaringly lacking the requisite foundation.
ARGUMENT THREE
THE SECOND AFFIDAVIT FILED BY RON NIELSEN DID NOTHING TO
CURE THE DEFECTS IN THE FIRST AFFIDAVIT
Throughout the entire Appellee's Brief, Appellee argues that the Second Affidavit
filed by Ron Nielsen, cured the defects in the first affidavit.
On page 9 of the Appellee's Reply Brief, Appellee states:
"In response to Spectrum's late filing of its Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron
Nielsen, which motion was filed more than two and a half months after the
Request to Submit for Decision was filed on the summary judgment motion by
the Plaintiff and barely two weeks before oral arguments on the motion, the
Plaintiff timely and rightfully filed its Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen.
Spectrum's Motion to Strike asserted that Nielsen had not provided sufficient
foundation to support his claim of knowledge of the value of the amount charged
in the invoice. In his Amended Affidavit, Ron Nielsen provided that foundation
and clarified and emphasized his close involvement in the affairs of AGBM. He
stated his intimate involvement with the every day business of AGBM including,
"mana(ing) and oversee(ing) all of the operations of AGBM and his responsibility
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for the pricing of the work performed by AGBM. He also set forth that AGBM
and Ron have "been in the masonry work business for more than 15 years; and
that AGBM' has performed masonry work in approximately one hundred highend homes similar to the property at issue in this case.' Nielsen's affidavit again
emphasized that 'AGBM charged its normal rates for the work required by
Spectrum and Palmo and performed by AGBM, with the exception that it charged
an additional amount for the travel by AGBM to Park City as agreed to by the
parties. Additionally, Nielsen stated that AGBM charged "the amount of
$26,538.50 consistent with AGBM"s normal pricing scheme' for the amount of
work that it performed on the property."
On page 10 of the Appellee's Reply Brief, Appellee states:
Additionally, even if the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen lacks sufficient foundation, it is
sufficient rehabilitated by the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen, which sets forth
Nielsen's role within AGBM, his knowledge and personal oversight of the billing
process and projects conducted by AGBM, and his extensive experience and
knowledge in the high-end home building arena.
On page 12, of the Appellee's Reply Brief, Appellee States:
Furthermore, the competency and sufficiency of the Amended Affidavit of Ron
Nielsen has not been attacked by Spectrum. Spectrum only alleges that the
Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was not timely filed. Such argument is
disingenuous because the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was timely filed
pursuant to Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure in response to Spectrum's
filing of its Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen more than three and a
half months after it filed its Opposition Motion; two and half months after AGBM
filed its request to submit for decision; and barely two weeks before the scheduled
oral arguments on AGBM's summary Judgment motion.
On page 21 of the Appellee's Red Brief, they argue:
Additionally, Spectrum disputes only the competency and sufficiency of the
original Affidavit of Ron Nielsen. Spectrum does not dispute the competency and
sufficiency of the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen, which Amended Affidavit
effectively rehabilitated any alleged discrepancies in the original Affidavit of Ron
Nielsen.
At page 23, of the Appellee's Red Brief, they argue:
Furthermore, for purposes of argument only, even if the original affidavit
submitted by Mr. Nielsen was lacking, any missing foundation was rehabilitated
by the submission of his Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen, which sets forth his
intimate involvement with AGBM mason,(sic) its project, its pricing, his vast
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experience in masonry work and high-end homes, and his knowledge of the
industry standards and pricing modules.
At page 24, of the Appellee's Red Brief, they argue:
Although Spectrum asserts that Ron Nielsen's original affidavit is deficient, it has
made no such claims against the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen.
At page 24, of the Appellee's Red Brief, they argue:
As a result of the late filing by Spectrum, AGBM had every right to correct any
alleged failing of the original affidavit by filing the Amended Affidavit of Ron
Nielsen and did so well within the required time frame for responding to motions
pursuant to Rule 7 and Rule 6 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Additionally,
in order to provide Spectrum with sufficient time to review the Amended
Affidavit and Opposition to Spectrum's Motion to Strike, counsel for AGBM
faxed those documents to counsel for Spectrum to ensure that Spectrum had
sufficient time to review and address its response and the Amended Affidavit.
Specifically, Spectrum had at least two working days and a full weekend to
review these documents before oral arguments.
First, Appellant submits that it is critical to note that the Lower Court completely
rejected the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen as the same was blatantly not timely
filed.
Beginning at the bottom of page 18 of the transcript is the following discussion in
open Court:
"THE COURT: Thank you.
Mr. Walsh, you wanted to say something else?
MR. WALSH: I don't know if I get a chance to respond. I filed a motion to
strike too and I guess THE COURT: Yes, I saw those. Did you want to respond on that?
MR. WALSH: Yes, if I could. Your Honor, this is tremendous disadvantage not
to have an amended affidavit that's been filed. They mailed it out. I have not seen it.
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THE COURT:

Well, I probably won't be considering that for the reason that it's

probably late as may be some other documents in there, but anyway, I won't really be
considering that."
Appellee claims throughout their Red Brief, that the substance of the Amended
Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was never challenged at the Lower Court level.
Appellee never provided the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen to opposing
Counsel prior to the hearing on the matter and then claims that it was unopposed
substantively.
One would question how Counsel could ever respond in anyway to a document
that he had not seen.
Interestingly enough, Counsel can not comment on something that happened
outside of his presence, just like Ron Nielsen can not comment on an oral agreement that
happened outside his presence.
Counsel for the Appellant finds the argument made by the Appellee as most
interesting.
Appellee seems to be suggesting to this Court that AGBM should prevail here
based upon an Affidavit that was never submitted to the non-moving party at the Lower
Court level, prior to the Ruling by the Lower Court.
Counsel submits that there are some fundamental problems with arguing that the
Appellate Court should sustain a Summary Judgment, based upon an Amended Affidavit
of Ron Nielsen when Counsel knew that the said Affidavit was rejected by the Lower
Court.
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Additionally Counsel submits that there are some fundamental problems with
arguing before the Appellate Court, that the Amended Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was not
substantatively challenged at the Lower Court level, when Counsel knew that opposing
Counsel had never even seen the same, prior to the Ruling by the Lower Court.
Would this be characterized as "Winning at all costs."
Additionally Rule 56 and Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure make it
absolutely clear that the moving party submit the Motion, Memorandum and any
Affidavits, etc., to the non moving party at least ten days in advance.
Counsel for the Appellant had no advance notice of the same and had never even
seen the same.
Yet Appellee would have this Court rule on an "unopposed Amended Affidavit of
Ron Nielsen" as a basis to sustain the Lower Court's Summary Judgment.
Such a request rests on notions of pure ambush.
Not only is the Amended Affidavit not allowed under the rules it is inherently
unfair even if Counsel had reviewed the same just before the Hearing before the Lower
Court, as Counsel should be allowed time to respond to the same and submit exhibits,
depositions or the like to the Lower Court for a fair and just ruling on the merits.
Counsel for the Appellant respectfully submits that there is no basis to suggest to
this Court that there is any redeeming value whatsoever, in the filing of an Amended
Affidavit of Ron Nielsen at the Lower Court level, as any basis for this Appellate Court
to sustain the Summary Judgment.
The challenge to the foundation of the original Affidavit of Ron Nielsen that he
was not present when the oral agreement was reached and therefore his testimony would
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be hearsay and not competent is the heart of the problem before the Lower Court and the
essence of the Appeal here.
To allow Appellee to allegedly cure that problem with an Amended Affidavit of
Ron Nielsen, robs the Appellant of any fair and just result, in the process.
Appellant submits the Amended Affidavit does nothing to rehabilitate the lack of
foundation in the original Affidavit as the objection is based on the notion that Mr.
Nielsen was not present when the oral agreement was reached and therefore he is not
competent to testify as to the terms of the same.
For the Amended Affidavit to cure the problems with the first Affidavit, it would
require the affiant to show that the statements were "made on personal knowledge, shall
set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that
the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein.'*
For the Amended Affidavit to cure the first, it would start out by stating, "I was
there." "I personally participated in the negotiations." "This is what I did."
There is nothing but a "dance" around the requisite personal involvement in the
Red Brief of the Appellee, as Appellee goes to great lengths to suggest that Ron Nielsen
may not have been there, but he was involved in the general running of the business.
For a classic picture of the "dance" note the following arguments by Counsel:
In his Amended Affidavit, Ron Nielsen provided that foundation and clarified and
emphasized his close involvement in the affairs of AGBM. He stated his intimate
involvement with the every day business of AGBM including, "mana(ing) and
oversee(ing) all of the operations of AGBM and his "responsibility for the pricing
of the work performed by AGBM. He also set forth that AGBM and Ron have
"been in the masonry work business for more than 15 years; and that AGBM5 has
performed masonry work in approximately one hundred high-end homes similar
to the property at issue in this case.' Nielsen's affidavit again emphasized that
'AGBM charged its normal rates for the work required by Spectrum and Palmo
and performed by AGBM, with the exception that it charged an additional amount
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for the travel by AGBM to Park City as agreed to by the parties. Additionally,
Nielsen stated that AGBM charged "the amount of $26,538.50 consistent with
AGBM's normal pricing scheme' for the amount of work that it performed on the
property."
Such a "dance" can never amount to "I was there and here are the terms I worked
out in our oral agreement."
Appellant submits that the "dance" in reality establishes the fact that Ron Nielsen
was in fact not present, otherwise the original Affidavit would flat out state, "I Ron
Nielsen was present and here are the terms I negotiated."
If not the first, then surely the Amended Affidavit would so state as such is the
fundamental requirement that the Affiant "shall show affirmatively that the affiant is
competent to testify to the matters stated therein."
ARGUMENT FOUR
THE INVOICE AND THE LIEN DO NOT CURE THE DEFECTS IN THE
AFFIDAVIT OF RON NIELSEN'S
Throughout the Appellee's Reply Brief, Appellee states over and over that the
invoice and the lien cure defects in the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen.
By way of an example, the following references are but a few of the same:
On page 8 of the Appellee's Reply Brief, they state:
"Attached to the Ron Nielsen's Affidavit is the final invoice it submitted to
Spectrum for the work AGBM performed. The invoice is signed by Carl
Hermansen. The Invoice is an independent business record created by AGBM.
Attached to the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen is the mechanics' line filed by AGBM.
The Mechanics Lien sets forth that work was performed on the Property in the
about of $26,538.50. The Mechanics Lien is signed by Kelly Cassell, the record
agent for AGBM. The Mechanics' Lien independently verifies the work
performed and the amount claimed by AGBM for the work that was performed.
Its filing also demonstrates that AGBM had not been paid or compensated by
Spectrum."
One page 19 and 20 of the Appellee's Reply Brief, Appellee states:
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AGBM presents the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen and the attached documents as
evidence supporting each element of its claims. Specifically, the Invoice sets
forth the amount of work performed by AGBM and the amount that AGBM
billed. This document is a business record and is independently admissible under
the business record exception of Rule 803 of the Utah Rules of Evidence.
Additionally, the mechanics' lien attached to Nielsen's affidavit conclusively
supports the statements set forth in Nielsen's affidavit. The Mechanics Lien is a
sworn document by the recording agent of AGBM, sets forth that work was
performed on the property, sets forth amount of work performed on the property,
the amount due and owing for the work perform. It's filing and recording with
the recorders office independently shows that AGBM performed the work
claimed in Nielsen's Affidavit, that it was not compensated for the work, and that
Spectrum has breached the contract and specifically states the damages under the
contract, or the amount that Spectrum owes AGBM for the work that AGBM
performed.
At page 23, of the Appellee's Reply Brief, Appellee states:
Finally, the invoice and mechanics lien documents attached to Nielsen's affidavit
provided as proof of the work that was agreed to and performed by AGBM on the
Property are independently admissible documents pursuant to Rule 803 of the
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure (sic) and can be considered by the District Court as
evidence showing the breach of contract and the mechanics' lien claims asserted
by AGBM.
The Invoice is attached hereto as Exhibit A in the Appendix and the Lien is
attached hereto as Exhibit B in the Appendix.
The Invoice is not signed by Ron Nielsen and it does not show that Ron Nielsen
prepared the same. It especially does not show that Ron Nielsen had anything to do with
the oral agreement between the parties.
The Invoice shows this Court nothing by way of foundation.
The idea that it is a business record is not helpful because the issue is not what
amount AGBM is claiming to be owed.
Rather the issue is what amount was agreed upon in the oral agreement.
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Appellant respectfully submits that the Invoice, business record or not, does
nothing to establish that Ron Nielsen participated in any way in the oral agreement.
The invoice bears out one of the real problems faced by the Lower Court in that
there is no entry for the factor that AGBM would be traveling such a far distance to do
this work in Park City, to be added into the final price in the agreement between the
parties.
Repeatedly the Appellee states in the Red Brief that there was an agreement to
charge extra because it was so far away from where AGBM works.
Did the Plaintiff below just make up a figure? Is that imaginary figure the reason
why there is a dispute in the first place? Did Ron Nielsen just "creatively adjust" each of
the dollars stated in the invoice?
The invoice does nothing to establish the requisite foundation for Ron Nielsen to
comment on the final price established in the oral agreement between the parties, rather
the invoice inherently created a question of fact for the Lower Court.
Additionally the invoice bears out why Ron Nielsen was not competent in his
Affidavit to testify in paragraph #8, which states:
"8. On or about January 9, 2007, AGBM performed stone and masonry work on
the Property and enhanced the value of the Property by $26,538.50 (See January
Invoice, attached as Exhibit "1")."
The additional charge for working so far out of town, clearly calls into question
Ron Nielsen's knowledge of values in Park City where he claims that the work in
question "enhanced the value of the Property by $26,538.50."
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Furthermore, the issue before the Lower Court was not how much the property
had been unjustly enriched, the issue before the Lower Court was what was the amount
the parties agreed upon in their oral agreement.
It is important to note that the District Court denied the Unjust Enrichment claim
asserted by AGBM.
At page 22 of the Transcript is the Court's ruling:
"The Court grants the motion for summary judgment in part. The motion on the first, let's get the easy one out of the way. The motion on the unjust enrichment
claim is denied because if you have a legal claim, contracts, mechanic's liens, you
may not make an equitable claim for unjust enrichment in the State of Utah and
every other state - about every other state's construction law."
Appellant submits that the Lien provides nothing by way of foundation for Ron
Nielsen to be in the know of what was in the oral agreement.
Rather the Lien creates more problems for the Appellee, as the Lien states the
following in the body of the same:
" . . . Said agent hereby gives notice of the intention of said claimant to hold and
claim a mechanic's lien and right of claim against bond ..."
" . . . After credits and offsets, A GOOD BRICK MASON is currently believed
to be owed Twenty-six Thousand Five Hundred and Thirty-eight dollars and Fifty
Cents..."
The Notary paragraph bears out how meaningless this document is in establishing
further foundation for Ron Nielsen to comment on the price the parties agreed upon in the
oral agreement between the parties.
"On March 23,2007, personally appeared before me Kelly Cassell, as a
member of A K C COMPANY, LLC, the Company that executed the above and
foregoing instrument as recording agent for the claimant, and that said instrument
was signed in behalf of said Company."
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Appellant respectfully submits that the "claim" that "A GOOD BRICK MASON
is currently believed to be owed" signed by "Kelly Cassell" does nothing to cure the
problem with Ron Nielsen's Affidavit, as to his competency to comment on the amounts
owed by Spectrum, stemmingfromthe parties oral agreement.
Appellant submits that the Invoice and the Lien create more problems for the
Appellee, as no where in the same is there any language suggesting the amount stated is
the price that the parties agreed upon.
Rather they show this Court, AGBM is "claiming" the amount listed.
The column for "RATE" and the column for "AMOUNT" in the Invoice do not
show what was "agreed upon at the outset" rather they merely show what AGBM made
up and then submitted by way of a "Claim" and nothing more.
ARGUMENT FIVE
APPELLEE ARGUES THAT THE MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF
RON NIELSEN WAS UNTIMELY
Beginning on page 3 of the Appellee's Red Brief Appellee states:
"On February 20, 2009, more than four and a half months after they filed
their Opposition Memorandum, more than three and a half months after AGBM
filed its Reply to the Opposition Memorandum, more than two and a half months
after the Request to Submit for Decision was filed, almost a month and a half after
oral arguments were scheduled, and barely two weeks before oral arguments were
to be held, Spectrum served on the Plaintiff their Memorandum and Motion to
Strike the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen."
Beginning on page 14 of the Appellee's Red Brief, Appellee states:
Finally, Spectrum is estopped from alleging any issues of competency against
AGBM because it failed to address any issues of competency in it Memorandum
in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgment and failed to timely file its
Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen as required by Rule 7(c) of the Utah
Rules of Civil Procedure.
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On page 28 of Appellee's Red Brief, Appellee argues:
Spectrum cannot show that it timely objected to the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen or
timely made the competency and admissibility of his affidavit an issue in the
summary judgment context. Spectrum cannot show that it timely objected to the
Affidavit of Ron Nielsen or filed a timely motion to strike. In the recent
unpublished opinion, Victor Plastering, Inc. vs. Citibank Federal Savings Bank,
issued by this Court in April, 2009, this Court determined that a motion to strike
filed a month after the summary judgment movant's motion for summary
judgment was untimely filed and was properly not considered as a defect to the
moving parties summary judgment motion, even if the arguments of competency
and admissibility of the moving party's affidavits were substantiated.
The Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen was made twice: (1) almost
three weeks before the actual hearing by the Lower Court Judge and (2) at the hearing on
the Appellee's Motion for Summary Judgment.
It is stating the obvious to this Court to state that Motions to Strike are routinely
made in Court all of the time.
Classically, some evidence is presented to the Court either by a non responsive
witness or when the Court makes a determination of relevance after some evidence has
been received, etc. and then the Trial Judge is called upon to strike the inadmissible
evidence.
The rule on Motions to Strike contemplates their being made right in the middle
of a trial or evidentiary hearing as well as when they are made weeks before the same.
The controlling rule is found at Rule 7(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure:
"7(b) Motions. An application to the court for an order shall be by motion which,
unless made during a hearing or trial or in proceedings before a court
commissioner, shall be made in accordance with this rule. A motion shall be in
writing and state succinctly and with particularity the relief sought and the
grounds for the relief sought.
Appellee makes no claim that they did not get adequate notice of the Motion to
Strike or that somehow it caught them off guard or that it was unfair or unjust in any way.
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Rather Appellee wants this Court to change the Motion to Strike to a
Memorandum in Opposition, and then apply the timing rule on such Memoranda.
Motions to Strike can be made at any time, including in the vary hearing itself and
be timely.
Here the Motion to Strike was made weeks in advance of the hearing and then in
the hearing itself, so there can be no claim that it was not timely under the rule.
The case of Victor Plastering, Inc. vs. Citibank Federal Savings Bank, 2009 WL
960403 (Utah, App.) has no application to this matter.
In this matter the Motion to Strike was made in writing almost three weeks before
the hearing and then again in the hearing itself as is expressly provided in Rule 7(c) of the
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
In Victor the Motion was filed with the court the same day that the Judge issued
its Memorandum Decision.
Hence in the present case it was considered and ruled on by the Lower Court, in
Victor it was filed after the Judge would have made his decision.
ARGUMENT SIX
THE CLAIM THAT PAUL BURNINGHAM'S AFFIDAVIT WAS IMPEACHED
BY HIS DEPOSITION TESTIMONY IS MISLEADING
At page 11 of the Appellee's Reply Brief, Appellee states:
"Furthermore, the Affidavit of Paul Burningham is impeached by his deposition
testimony wherein he agrees that AGBM performed the work that it alleges, he
states that he had no personal knowledge of the contract or agreement entered into
by Spectrum's project manager for the Property, Carl Hermansen, and that he left
all negotiations and decision regarding the hiring of AGBM to Mr. Hermansen
and that he had no knowledge of what the agreement was. Consequently, because
Burningham agrees that the work claimed performed by AGBM was performed
and because Burningham acknowledges that he had no knowledge of the
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agreement between AGBM and Spectrum, his affidavit is impeached, and cannot
be used or relied upon as a means of creating a material issue of fact."
At page 11 and 12 of the Appellee's Reply Brief, Appellee states:
"There is clear case law that holds that where deposition testimony has been
provided and a subsequent affidavit by the same person is submitted that
contradicts the prior deposition testimony of the affiant, the District Court must
exclude the affidavit testimony and rely on the deposition testimony. In the
instant case, Burninghams's affidavit support Spectrum's Opposition
Memorandum is clearly and decisively contradicted by this earlier deposition
testimony, such that his affidavit is impeached and does not provide any
foundation to create a genuine material issue of fact."
As noted in Argument Two above, the claim regarding Paul Burningham's
Affidavit centered around the claim that he was not present during the negotiations
between the parties so he was therefore incompetent to testify about the terms of the oral
agreement.
His Affidavit, however, centered around the fact that he personally measured the
square feet of the work provided and stated that the same was different from the figures
provided on the Invoice.
It is one thing to say that he can not testify about the terms of the oral agreement
because he was not present during the same, but it is misleading to this Court to suggest
that when he testified about the square footage, somehow the ^ame was inconsistent with
his testimony in his deposition.
ARGUMENT SEVEN
THE HARMLESS ERROR DOCTRINE DOES NOT APPLY
On pages 25 and 26 of the Appellee's Red Brief, it argues
Arguably, even if Nielsen's Affidavit did not provide sufficient foundation of
personal knowledge, such alleged error was harmless. It is clear in the original
Affidavit and in Nielsen's Amended Affidavit that Ron Nielsen was the owner of
AGBM and was intimately involved with the affairs and projects of AGBM.
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Unlike Burningham's deposition testimony which clearly states that he had no
knowledge of the agreement between Spectrum and AGBM, Nielsen's fifteen
year involvement with AGBM and personal oversight of the AGBM pricing
policies and decision show that he had knowledge of the decisions and work
performed on the various projects that AGBM was involved with. Further, there
is no dispute that AGBM performed the work that it claimed it performed. There
is no dispute that AGBM billed Spectrum consistent with its normal billing
practices, with the exception that it billed extra for travel to Park City as agreed to
by the parties. It is reasonable, that AGBM would not have performed the work
that it performed unless it was paid consistent with its normal billing and working
practices.
Again, the "normal billing and working practices" of AGBM are irrelevant unless
the parties agreed that Spectrum would be billed on that basis.
However, there is no evidence, frankly there is no claim that that would be the
basis for the billing to Spectrum.
According to Ron Nielsen, the billing would be in excess of normal billing
because the work was so far from where AGBM normally works.
No where in the Briefs, no where in the affidavits and no where in the
Memoranda does AGBM ever state what the billing was, other than it would be more
than normal because it was so far away.
How much more, could be the reason there is a lawsuit and an appeal.
Frankly that sole and isolated issue is a dispositive reason why Summary
Judgment was inappropriate in this matter.
In any event, there is no basis to suggest that since Ron Nielsen wrote out an
invoice based upon, figures he just made up, (he never even claimed that he measured the
actual work) plus some unknown additional amount because the work was in Park City,
that amount is harmless.
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It appears to be "if you give us what we wrote down, then that would be
harmless".
The issue before this Court is that Spectrum was billed a much higher price than
what was agreed upon and for square footage different than what was actually completed.
The Harmless Error Doctrine has no application to this matter.

ARGUMENT EIGHT
THE PROVISIONS OF 7(C)(3)(B) OF THE UTAH RULES CIVIL PROCEDURE
ARE NOT APPLICABLE HERE
On page 30, of the Appellee's Red Brief, it argues:
Additionally, the District Court should have granted AGBM's summary judgment
motion because Spectrum failed to comply with Rule 7(c)(3)(B) of the Utah Rules
of Civil Procedure. Under Rule 7(c)(3)(B) and consequently, Spectrum could not
rely on its arguments as to the insufficiency of the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen
because of its procedural failings,...
In this case, the Appellant filed an Affidavit by Paul Burningham and a
Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion for Summary Judgment all timely before the
Lower Court.
In addition to the same, Appellant filed a timely Motion to Strike some nineteen
or so days before the hearing by the Lower Court.
Hence, there is no basis to suggest that Appellant failed to comply with the
requirements of Rule 7(c)(3)(B) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
The Affidavit of Paul Burningham was filed timely with the Lower Court, which
showed that Paul Burningham personally went to the job site. He personally measured
the masonry and stone work. He then personally compared the same to the billing
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submitted by Ron Nielsen. He then signed an affidavit showing what he personally did
and how the work completed did not match the work that was billed for.
This Affidavit clearly showed a questions of fact.
Appellee knew at the very moment they received the Affidavit of Paul
Burningham that there was a dispute between the amounts claimed by Ron Nielsen and
the amounts measured by Paul Burningham.
Hence, the challenge to the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen would be obvious from the
beginning that Ron Nielsen did not even claim to have ever seen the site, been on the site
or ever measured what he wrote down on the invoice.
The fact that Spectrum twices moves the Court to strike the Affidavit of Ron
Nielsen would not be a surprise to anyone.
Hence, the claim that the Motion to Strike must be filed at the same time that
Memorandums in Opposition are filed is without merit as Motions to Strike, are expressly
allowed right at the time of hearing.
Here it was both, in writing some 19 days before the hearing and also at the
hearing itself.
Hence, Rule 7(c)(3)(B) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure governing when
Memoranda need to be filed has no application in this matter, as the Memorandum in
Opposition was filed right on time, subsequently the Motion to Strike was filed right on
time.
CONCLUSION
In this case Paul Burningham, under oath stated I measured the actual work and it
is different than the invoice. He personally went on site and personally made a
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determination regarding the amount of area claimed in the columns, arches, etc., and his
Affidavit regarding the same wasfiledtimely, along with a Memorandum in Opposition
to the Motion for Summary Judgment.
Additionally Appellant filed a Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Ron Nielsen
which was insufficient on its face, weeks before the Hearing and therefore Appellant
submits that the Motion for Summary Judgment should have been denied.

RELIEF SOUGHT
Appellant respectfully requests that this Court reverse and remand with
instructions to the Lower Court to have a fair and just determinatiormi the merits.
Dated this 28th day of January, 2010.
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JOHN WALSH
ATTORNEY AT LAW

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that I caused to be mailed (2) two true and correct copies of the
forgoing REPLY BRIEF OF THE APPELLANT, to the Appellee, by mailing the same in
the Untied States Mails, addressed to JEFF & JEFFS, ATTORNEYS AT LAW, 90
NORTH 100 EAST, PROVO, UTAH, 84603
Dated this 28th day of January, 2010.

rOHN
<UTO
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ADDENDUM

INVOICE

EXHIBIT A

LIEN

EXHBITB

EXfflBIT A

A Good Brick Mason, Inc.
Ron Nielsen
904 South Main
Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062

Invoice
'©**%/=•

DATE

INVOICE NO.

1/9/2007

22887

BILL TO
Spectrum Homes

TERMS

JOB START

PROJECT

1/9/2007

1/9/2007

#1955 Deercrest own...

QTY

DESCRIPTION
Labor on Manufactured Stone
Lathing
Pillars
Large Free Standing Arch
Small Free Standing Arch
Extra Labor on Ceiling
Materials-ABC 1 Step
Credit Labor for Grout
SUBTOTAL

DUE DATE

1

RATE

AMOUNT
9.50
2.00
200.00
500.00
200.00
4.00
31.00
70.00

1,807
801
13
5
7
180
20 1
-1 !

17,166.50
1,602.00
2,600.00
2,500.00 1
1,400.00
720.00
620.00
-70.00
26,538.50

s

•Otal

$26,538.50

Phone #

Fax#

E-mail

Web Site

801-796-0846

801-796-1172

ron@agoodbrickmason.com

www.agoodbrickmasonxom

1

EXfflBIT B

wnen Kgcoraea Ketum 101

Bate: 2g-HftR-i0Q? &31PH
F e « $10,00 Check Filed By: NC
ELIZftBETK PftUHER* R e o r d e r
HftSftTCH CffiffiTY £fl$MK8TI0N
Fori ftKC CQSPfttfY LLC

A Good BndtMason
Ron Nielsen
904 South Main
Pleasant <3rove, Utah 84062
(801)796-0846

NOTICE OF CLAIM OF LIEN
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by A GOOD BRICK MASON, (Claimant) by the undersigned-, acting a s ffs
authorized recording agent Said agent hereby gives notice of the intention of said claimant to hold and claim a
m e c h a n i c ^ lien and right of d a i m against bond, by virtue and in accordance with the-provisions of Seettens-381-3 e t seq M and 14-2-1 ^ t seq. Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended. That the property and improvements
thereon are owned or reputed to be owned by PALMO RftNCHO; LLC c/o RfefrSomers. Said property or
improvements are totaled at 3448 West Snowtop Court, Park City, Wasatch County, Utah.
Legal Description:

Alt o f Lot 134, Snowtop Subdivision at Deer Crest, according to the official plat of Wasatch County, Utah.
Parcel No. 00-0016-6723
A G O O D BRICK MASON furnished, services, materials, labor and/or equipment Cstone (masonry) work) at the
request of SPECTRUM BUILDERS, 3090 East 3300 South, Salt Lake City, Utah 84109. The materials were
provided i n D e c e r n ^ of 20Q6: a n d last provided-in January 9, 2007. Afler ccedfe. and offsets, A GOOD BRICK
M A S O N is currently believed to be owed Twenty-six Thousand Five Hundred- and Thirty^eight d o t t a ^ a a d Rfty
cents ($26,538,50), together with interest, cost of $300.00 for lien fees, and any attorney fees, if applicable, all
for which the claimant holds and claims this lien.
A n "Owner" may be protected against liens being maintained against a residence and from other civil action
being maintained to recover monies owed for "qualified services 0 performed or provided by suppliers and
subcontractors as a part of this contract if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: (1)The owner
entered into a written contract with either a real estate developer or an original contractor. (2)The original
contractor was properly licensed or exempt from licensure under Title 58, Chapter 55, Utah Construction
T r a d e s - Licensing Act; and (3) The owner paid in full the original contractor or real estate developer or their
successors or assigns in accordance with the written contract and any written or oral amendments to the
contract
A K C COMPANY LLC
R^c^rding agen^for claimant

1y Casseli
S T A T E O F UTAH
: ss
C O U N T Y OF SALT LAKE

)

On March 23, 2007, personally appeared before me Kelly Casseli, as a member of A K C COMPANY,
L L C , the Company that executed the above and foregoing instrument as recording agent for the claimant, and
that said instrument was signed in behalf of said Company.
^
IN W I T N E S S HEREOF, I have herein set my hand and affixed my seal.

IWRONRAMSIACK
Notary Public
State of Utah
My Comm. Expires Apr 1, 2009
I 7131 Campus View Dr West Jordan UT i4Q84f

NOTARY PUBLIC, residing in
Salt Lake County, Utah

AKC COMPANY, LLC, 1229 East Chariton Avenue, Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
(801) 485-4254

